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EFTA SURVEILLANCE AUTHORITY DECISION

OF 16 DECEMBER 1999

ON THE CLOSURE OF A CASE INITIATED ON THE BASIS OF A COMPLAINT
CONCERNING ALLEGED AID TO STATPIPE/STATOIL

THE EFTA SURVEILLANCE AUTHORITY,

HAVING REGARD TO the Agreement on the European Economic Area (hereinafter
referred to as the EEA Agreement), in particular to Articles 61 to 63 and of Protocol
26 thereof,

HAVING REGARD TO the Agreement between the EFTA States on the
establishment of a Surveillance Authority and a Court of Justice (hereinafter referred
to as the Surveillance and Court Agreement), in particular Article 24, and Article 1 of
Protocol 3 thereof,

WHEREAS:

I. FACTS

1. The complaint

By letter of 24 March 1997, received on the same date (ref. Doc. No. 97-1852-A), a
complaint was filed on behalf of Marathon Petroleum Company (Norway) Utenlandsk
Aksjeselskap ("Marathon Oil" or "Marathon") with the EFTA Surveillance Authority
on alleged State aid to Statpipe/Statoil.

The complaint concerns "disproportionally high" tariffs for transportation of natural
gas through the Statpipe system from the Heimdal Field based on the Statpipe -
Heimdal Transportation Agreement (Natural Gas)1. The tariffs referred to above are
said in the complaint to lead to high financial infusions from the Norwegian

Hereinafter referred to as the Transportation Agreement.
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Government to Statpipe/Statoil, "which appear contrary to the EEA rules on State
aid".

It is stated in the complaint that "[a]lthough high tariffs are applied in theory to all
original shippers ofStatpipe, most users ofStatpipe are also shareholders in Statpipe
I/S. As a result, these shareholders get back most of the monies paid on transportation
tariffs in the form of profits arising from their ownership in Statpipe I/S. In other
words, the fact that the shareholders of Statpipe I/S have to pay a high tariff for the
transportation of gas is of little financial consequence for them.2

On the other hand, these tariffs are problematic for those users of the pipe which are
not shareholders in Statpipe I/S, i.e. mainly the Norwegian Government (and to a
lesser extent the complainant). Indeed, they do not recover in their capacity as
shareholders of Statpipe I/S the excessive tariffs paid by them for the use of the
pipeline.

It should also be noted that although the Norwegian Government has the legal powers
to revise Statpipe's tariffs, it has always refused to do so, despite the fact that these
tariffs are contrary to the State's financial interests,..." 3

The information supplied by the complainant reflects the situation in early 1999. It
indicates that the following parties owned a higher share in Statpipe I/S than their
share of Heimdal gas transported through the pipeline (i.e. deficit shippers); Statoil
(36.29%)4, Elf (3.60%), Mobil (1.90 %), Esso (1.98 %) and Shell (2.73 %). Among
the parties with a lower ownership share in the pipeline than their share of transported
gas (i.e. surplus shippers) are i.a.; SDFI5 (-33.58 %), Norsk Hydro (-0.12 %), Conoco
(-0.93 %), Chevron (-1.19 %), BP (-1.19 %), Total (-0.19 %), Saga (-3.58 %)6,
Marathon (-4.16 %), Deminex (-0.63 %) and Idemitsu (-5.56 %).

It is said in the complaint that "at the time of the investment decision in 1981, Statoil
had a combined owner interest in gas (Statfjord, Gullfaks and Heimdal) of altogether
about 50 % against an owner interest in Statpipe of 58.25 %. In 1983-84 , Statoil's
owner interest in the various oil and gas fields was split into one small share for
Statoil and one large share directly held by the Government (through SD0E). In the
Heimdal field, Statoil and the Government obtained equal shares of 20 % each. The
split gave Statoil a share of the gas which was to be transported in Statpipe of about
29 %, against an equity share of 58 % in the pipeline".1 The consequence is said to be
that Statoil as operator of Statpipe got an incentive to give priority to profit on gas

2 P 2 o f the complaint.
3 P 3 of the complaint.
4 The figures in brackets refer to the difference between the ownership share in Statpipe I/S and the
share of Heimdal gas transported in early 1996. Statoil had then 58.25 % share ofStatpipe I/S and
owned 21.96 % of the gas transported through Statpipe.
5 SDFI, "The State's Direct Financial Interest" or SD0E (Statens direkte 0konomiske engasjement),
was established in 1985. SDFI took over part of Statoil's interests in most oil and gas fields and in most
licenses in the Norwegian sector on the continental shelf. It owns 33.58 % of the Heimdal gas and has
no interest in the pipeline.
6 In 1999 Norsk Hydro acquired Saga, with the exception of certain oil and gas fields which were sold
to Statoil in exchange for its shares in Saga.
7 Pp 6 and 7 of the complaint.
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transport rather than profit on production and sale of gas from the fields involved to
the detriment of SDFI, i.e. the State.

The complainant argues that the financial reality of the imbalance in ownership
described, given the high tariffs in Statpipe, is "a transfer of a significant portion of
gas sales profits to the owners of STATPIPE.

Thus, large amounts are transferred from the Treasury to STATPIPE / STATOIL in
the form of a transport tariff which has no reasonable connection with the price which
the government obtains on its gas sales..., nor with the costs or risks involved in the
transportation system... ."8 .

The complaint contains also information i.a. on the transport tariffs of other pipelines
explaining why the Statpipe tariffs are considered to be i.a. unjustifiably high.

The complainant requests that the Authority takes a decision "prohibiting the aid
granted by [the Norwegian State] to STATPIPE / STATOIL in the form of excessively
high tariffs paid for the transportation of gas through the STATPIPE transportation
system".

2. Information from Norway

The Norwegian authorities were informed of the complaint and requested to comment
on the complainant's allegations by letter of 16 April 1997 (ref. 97-2357-D).

The Norwegian authorities have submitted that the transport tariffs are set according
to a formula which constitutes part of an agreement that was negotiated and
established as part of a decision to invest in a pipeline needed to develop the Heimdal
field.10 They consider the transportation agreement to have been established under
market conditions.

The Norwegian authorities refer to that Marathon Oil's share of the gas shipped
through the Statpipe system is approximately 4 % and that Statoil proposed initially a
participating interest in Statpipe for Marathon Oil of up to 10 %. Consequently,
Statoil's proposal implied that Marathon was given the choice between becoming
either a deficit or surplus shipper.

The economic outlook for the development of the Heimdal field at the time of the split
between Statoil and the SDFI, is said to be generally the same as it was at the time the
complainant's business decisions were taken. The Norwegian Authorities explain that
from 1972 to 1984, Statoil had all the State equity participation in the petroleum
sector and was granted a participating interest in all production licenses without
application. In 1984 the concept of the SDFI was introduced and Statoil's
participating interest in the licenses was split between Statoil as a commercial
company and SDFI as of 1 January 1985. The Norwegian authorities consider i.a. for

8 Pp 8 and 9 of the complaint.
9 P 32 of the complaint.
10 Production Licence 036 on the Norwegian continental shelf granted in 1972.
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the above reasons that the split for each license cannot be evaluated as anything but
part of the establishment of SDFI as a totality.

The Norwegian authorities also submit that the Government has no responsibility for
altering tariffs or transportation agreements for natural gas which have been agreed
upon by commercial investors. They have, however, confirmed that the Government,
acting as a public authority, has the power to stipulate and approve the tariffs under
consideration.11

3. Withdrawal of the complaint

The attorney empowered to proceed in the name of the complainant informed the
Authority by letter dated .24 February 1998 (Ref. 98-1180 A), that Marathon Oil had
decided to withdraw the complaint, for reasons to obtain new commercial business in
Norway.

II. APPRECIATION

1. General

Article 61(1) of the EEA Agreement provides that "... any aid granted by EC Member
States, EFT A States or through State resources in any form whatsoever which distorts
or threatens to distort competition by favouring certain undertakings or the
production of certain goods shall, in so far as it affects trade between Contracting
Parties, be incompatible with the functioning of this Agreement. "

This implies i.a. that for State aid in the meaning of Article 61(1) of the EEA
Agreement to be involved in the case at hand, there must be a transfer of State
resources favouring certain undertakings or the production of certain goods.

The financial flows under consideration concern payments for transportation of gas
through the Statpipe system and dividends paid from Statpipe I/S' to its shareholders.

The alleged transfer of State resources is said, according to the complaint, to favour
notably Statoil and to a lesser degree other deficit shippers, i.e. companies with a
participating share in Statpipe I/S that is higher than their share of gas from the
Heimdal field.

2. Assessment

The Authority has noted the following with regard to the financial flows under
consideration:

11 § 28, "Forskrift til lov om petroleumsvirksomhet".
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The transport tariffs, which are the background for the complaint, are set according to
the tariff formulae laid down in the Transportation Agreement that was negotiated in
1981, to which no later changes have been made.

The information available to the Authority shows that the terms of the transportation
agreement were negotiated in 1981 in free commercial negotiations and that they are
the same for all participants to that agreement.

The complainant decided at the outset not to acquire a participating interest in
Statpipe I/S on the basis of commercial considerations. Nevertheless, it has turned out
that the rate of return to the owners of Statpipe I/S is more than adequate. In this
situation, the beneficiaries are Statoil and to a lesser extent certain other shareholders
of Statpipe I/S (the deficit shippers), while the situation is to the detriment to surplus
shippers, among them SDFI and the complainant.

According to Section 20.5.(2) of the Procedural and Substantive Rules in the Field of
State Aid (State Aid Guidelines)12 "[tjhere is no question of the EFTA Surveillance
Authority using the benefit of hindsight to state that the provision of public funds
constituted State aid on the sole basis that the out-turn rate of return was not
adequate. Only projects where the EFTA Surveillance Authority considers that there
were no objective or bona fide grounds to reasonably expect an adequate rate of
return in a comparable private enterprise at the moment the investment/financing
decision is made can be treated as State aid. It is only in such cases that funds are
being provided more cheaply than would be available to a private enterprise, i.e. -a
subsidy is involved. It is obvious that, because of the inherent risks involved in any
investment, not all projects will be successful and certain investments may produce a
sub-normal rate of return or even be a complete failure. This is also the case for
private investors whose investment can result in sub-normal rates of return or
failures. Moreover, such an approach makes no discrimination between projects
which have short or long-term pay back periods, as long as the risks are adequately
and objectively assessed and discounted at the time the decision to invest is made, in
the way that a private investor would. "

Conversely, when a publicly owned undertaking, like Statoil, enjoys an adequate or
even high rate of return on an investment as a result of a decision based on ,
commercial considerations, the Authority cannot be expected to intervene if the
situation at a later stage turns out to the detriment for companies which concluded
otherwise when they took their business decisions at the time. The same concerns are
relevant for parties to a commercial agreement which came into their position by
succession, such as SDFI in the case at hand.

It appears from the information available to the Authority, that SDFI was not in a
negotiating position to alter the terms of the transportation agreement when it in 1985
took over a 20 % interest in the Heimdal field from Statoil and an interest in the
transportation agreement.

12 The State Aid Guidelines were adopted and issued by the EFTA Surveillance Authority on 19
January 1994 and published in the OJ L231 of 3 September 1994 and in the EEA Supplement No. 32 of
the same date. The 21st and latest amendment was adopted by Decision 276/99/COL of 17 November
1999 (not yet published).
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Furthermore, when establishing SDFI in 1985, the Norwegian Government de facto
expropriated a significant part of Statoil's property rights in most .oil and gas fields
and in most licenses in the Norwegian sector.

The information available to the Authority indicates therefore that the establishment
of SDFI neither had the objective nor the effect of transferring State resources to
Statoil.

Finally, Marathon Oil has decided to withdraw its complaint, which implies that it no
longer requests the Authority to take action with regard to the financial flows alleged
to constitute State aid according to the complaint.

3. Conclusion

The information available to the Authority suggests that financial flows related to the
transport tariffs under consideration and dividends to Statpipe I/S' shareholders
should be regarded as payments based on commercial agreements. They do, therefore,
not constitute transfers of State resources in favour of certain undertakings in the
meaning of Article 61(1) EEA.

The Authority's examination of the complaint has not revealed any apparent reasons
for taking action vis-a-vis the transportation tariffs based on the Transportation
Agreement as far as the EEA rules on State aid are concerned.

The Authority may therefore close its examination of the complaint on alleged State
aid to Statpipe/Statoil without further action.

HAS ADOPTED THIS DECISION:

The Authority's examination of Aid No 97-005 Complaint concerning alleged state
aid to Statpipe/Statoil is closed without further action.

Done at Brussels, 16 December 1999

For the EFTA Surveillance Authority

^C^^—/Kimt Almestad, y „ . „ -
President (TlWM tf&J-J^

Hannes Hafstein
College Member

JL^MP^.


